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The functional relationship of the column calibration 
factor in thermal diffusion col11mn measurement 

9.1. Introduction 

The thermal diffusion column (fDC) is a very useful device for concentrating 

impuri!ies.of a gas. The enrichment of impurities becomes squared when the 

length qf the column is doubled. The TDC is also used to determine the thermal __ 

diffusion factor a.,. of any is~topic or non isotopic gas mixture. The colurrln_theory, 

on the other hand, may qe improved-by the accurate experimental determination 

of a.,. of the binary gas mixture in a column. Again, the close correlation of aT , 

with the molecular force parameters allows 'one to locate the exact force 

parameters of the interacting molecules. Thus both from experimental and from _ 

theoretical points of view, an accurate estimation of aT is necessary. 

In the absnce of a theoretical possibility of estimating the actual 

experimental aT from _the existing column theory, Achar~ya et. af 1J and Datta 

et. af 2J, however, introduced a scaling factor F
8 

called the column calibration 

factor (GCF) into the relation: 

............ : ..... _ ......... (9.1) 

rc and rh are the cold and hot wall radii of a given column of geometrical length 

Land T = (Th + Tc)/2, Th and Tc being the hot and cold wall temperatures in 

kelvin respectively. Here lnqmax is the maximum value of lnqe at the. optimum 

pressure and qe is the equilibrium separation factor. Although, the model _ 

independency of Fs is well established3> for its important role in the estimation 

of reliable a/4>, the functional relationship of F
8 

with rc' rh, L and T remains 

unknown. 

Rutherford and Kaminsky5> had measured the column coefficients H', K'c · 

and K'd using Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures with their natural isotopic abundances at 

various experimental temperatures in four different columns; see Table 9.1. 

The hot Nichrome V wire of their5> I, II and Ill TO columns had radius rh = · 

_ 8x1 Q-4m. Their column IV was ·a thin-walled Nichrome V tube of ~ad ius rh =3.2x 
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Fig. 9.1. A plot of the Inq., against the pressure pin atmospheres ofNe20-Ne22 

mixtures : curve I, for column I at 530.5 K and 680.5K; curve II, for column II 
at 53Q.5 K and 680.5K; curve III, for column III at 380.5 K, 530.5 K and 688.5 
K; and curve IV, for column IV at 334.5 K and 530.5 K. 
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1 Q-3m. The radii of water-cooled metal tubes of all these columns were rc =1.6 

X 1 Q-2 m, 1.27 X 1 Q-2 m, 9.43 X 1 Q-3 m and 9.43 X 1 Q-3 m respectively. The 

geometrical length of columns I and
1

11 was·L = 3.05 m whereas columns Ill and 

IV had L=1.534 m. This inspired us to o~serve . a.T values from the pressure 

dependences of lnqe values of Ne20
- Ne22 mixtures at the experimental 

. temperatures. The lnqe of. Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures. as a -function of the 

atmospheric pressure are shown in Fig. 9.1 by the, least square fitted curves 

fo~ these columns. The H', K'c and K'/J are used to study the temperature 

dependence of aT and hence the molecular force parameters of neon. The 

experimetnal CXr values due to Maxwell's model-dependent and Slieker's ryJOdel

indepen~ent column shape factors (CSF) together with the_theoretical aT values 
. . 

based ori Chapman-Enskog gas kinetic th~ory6> were also estimated. They· 

· are plotted against T in Fig. 9.2 for comparison. :rhe experimental and theoretical 

F s as well as the estimated experimental and theoretical ~values are presented 

in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 respectively. The theoretical formulation ofF sis, however, 

derived in section 9.3 and is compared with the experimental F as seen in· 
. s . 

Fig. 9.3. · 
- . 

. The plots of a.fagainstT obtained by the CCF method and of the collision 

integral C*!l against the reduced temperature T* were simultaneously used to· 

·.calculate the force parameters eufk or e/k of the isotopic components of neon. 

e/k or E/k are the depths of the potential well (see section 9.4). The molecular 

diameters cr11 or crJ/were then obtained from the coeffici.ents of viscosity with the 

estimated force parameters (see Table 9.3). The excellent agreement of the 

force parameters with the literature values (Table 9.2) and the close agreement 

of~Xr obt?~ined by the CCF method with the theoretical ones as seen in Table 

9.2 and ~ig. 9.2 establish the fact that the derived relationship of Fs is reliable. 

9.2. Formulations of the Experimental Thermal_ 
Diffusion Factor 

Both ends being closed in an ideal TD column of length L, lnqe is given by 

................. · ..... : ....... (9.2.) 
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where qe is defined by 

. qe =·(xi I xi)to/ ('x/ xi)botom 

(xi I xi)top and (x/ x)bottom represent the ratio of mole or mass fractions of 

lighter (i) and heavier (j) components of a binary gas mixture at the top and at 

the bottom of a TO column of geometrical length L. The column coefficients H, 

Kc and Kd are proportional to the second, fourth and zeroth powers of the . 

pressurep in atmospheres respectively. On writing H = H' p2, Kc = K'fl4 and Kd 

= K'd, eq (9.2) can be put into the form 

·or 

(H' Ll K'c)p2 
lnqe = ---,---.....::...--

(K'd I K'c) + p4 

........................ (9.3) 

where a'= (H'LI K'c) and b' = (K'/ K'c). The experimental parameters a' and b' 

of Table .g.1 govern the variation of the experimental lnqe as a function of the·· · 

. pressure p in atmosphere at a given temperature. They were obtained from 
' 

the measured values of H', K'c and K'd by Rutherford and Kaminsky5>. The 

pressure dependences of lnqe thus estimated are illustrated graphically in Fig. 

9.1 by the fitted curves for four col~mns I, II, Ill and IV at various experimental 

temperatures. It is evidenffrom eq (9.3) that, in each ~ase seen in Fig. 9.1, as 

p increases lnqe of the gas mixture increases and eventually reaches a 

maximum value of lnqmax given by 

lnq =-a_'== 
max 2~' 

: ............................ (9.4) 

at the optimum pressure Popt given by Popt = (b1.% for which (818p) lnqe =0. The 

experimental ~or often the experimental Fs is obtained by using eqs. (9.1) 

and (9.4) in terms of F8 and lnqmax·or a.T and lnqmax· 

Again, (9.2) on maximization becomes 

HL 
lnqmax = 2(KcKd)112 . 
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Table 9.1 The geometry of the columns with length L, cold wall radius rc and hot wall radius rh together with column constants 
G1 and 6:2. column calibration factor F5 , a', b' and In qmax· 

Geometry Hot Cold Theoretical 
of the wall wall Mean Column Column Fs from · Experi-
column in temp. temp. temp. a' b' constant constant eq(9.i4)1 mental 
m Th (K) Tc (K) T (K) (atm2 ) (atm4 ) In qmax G1 (103 ) 02(105) Fs 

Column I 
L=3.05 773 288 530.5 0.5184 ·0.0158 2.0621 3.4087 : 59.8315 76.3741 
fc = 1.6·x 10-2 5.9120 

...-. fh = 8.0 X 10-4 1073 288 680.5 0.7367 0.0211 2.5358 4.3580 76.4942 91.8768 - Column II 0 
\0 L= 3.05 773 288 .530.5 1,1982 0.0684 2.2907 3.2700 

5.2986 76.4391 .84.8407 ........., 
fc = 1.27 X 10-2 

rh = 8._0 x 10~4 • 1073 288 680.5 2.0376 0.1282 2.8460 4.1831 . 97.7822 103.1159 

Column Ill 
L= 1.524 l 473 288 380.5 1.0358 0.5498 0.6985 1.7285 i 281091 -i 27.0736 
fc = 9.43 X 10-3 773 288 530.5 2.3547 0.5902 1.5327 3.0576 4.4228 49.7242 : 56.7667 
rh = 8.0 x·1o-4 1088. 288 688.0 4.7567 1.2955 2.0896 3.9524 64.2766 75.7101 

Column IV 
L= 1.524 381 288 334.5 2.3265 4.6460 0.5397 0.7025 2.1957 18.2122 21.5880 
fc = 9.43 X 10-3 

fh = 3.2 X 10-3 773 288 530.5 10.2385 5.2510 2.2340 2.9767 77.1747 82.7407 
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Fig. 9.2. A plot ofTD factor ~ofNe20-Ne22 againstTin kelvins: curve I, (0), 
by the CCFmethod; curve II, (Li), du~ to the Slieker CSF; curve III, (c), due to 
the Maxwell CSF; and curve IV,(---), due to the elastic collision theory. 
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The column coefficients H, Kcand Kdbased on Maxwell model dependent CSF . 

h' k' and k' are7l 1 . c d 

H = 
2

1t { CX,.P
2
iig ) 2. (r + r) (r -r )3 { i\T )

2h' 
6! Tlii 2 c h c h . T 

Kd = 21t(pipii) _.!_ (rc + rh) (rc- rh)k'd. 
2 . 

. ·The experimental a,. due to the Maxwell model dependent CSF is thus 

_ rc- rh T . ~c~Jy. · · · 
a,. (Maxwell model)- 2.39 L - h' lnqmax ............... (9.6) · 

. L\T 
where L\ T = Til - Tc. Similarly the column coefficients due to the model

independent Slieker's8> CSF (SF)
1

, 1t(1-a2) and (SF)
3 

are 

H = (SF)lc4 a,.p2iig ( ~T. )2 
. Tlii T 

K, = (SF),r,' ( ::·~~ ) ( ~TT )2 
IJ IJ 

where a = rhl rc. Using Slieker's CSF, a,. is given by 

r T [1t(1-a2)(SF)
3
]y. . 

a,. (Siieker) = 2.0 L L\ T (SF)
1 

lnqmax· ......... (9. 7) 

The experimental·a,. values usi.ng the CSF were obtained from eqs. (9.6) and 

(9. 7) together with those by CCF method from eq (9.1) in terms of measured 

lnqmax and F~. All these. a,. values are placed in Table 9.2 for comparison with 

the theoretical ones. They are also shown graphically in Fig 9.2 with respect 

to T for Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures. The corresponding CSF's based on Maxwell . 

model dependent and Slieker model independent methods are entered in Table. 

9.3. 
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Table 9.2. Experimental and theoretical aT at various experimental temperatures together with estimated force parameters 

Eq/k and molecular diameters a;1• 

Experimental aT using 

Fs of Slieker's Maxwell's 
Mean temp. equation shape shape 

Column T {K) ($..14) factor factor 

Column I 530.5 0.63'4 0.043 0.040 
680.5 0.033 0.042 0.035 

Column II 530.5 0.030 0.037 0.033 0.029 680.5 0.036 0.029 

Column Ill 380.5 0.025 0.032 0.017 
530.5 0.031 0.037 0.030 
688.0 0.033 0.040 0.030 

Column IV 334.5 0.030 0.012 0.013 
0.029 530.5 ·-- 0.015" 0.027 

a Clifford et al (1977)13). 
i; 

b Aziz (1976)13> 

Theoretical 
aT using 
equation(9'15) 

0.028 
0.028 
0.028 

. 0.028 

0.027 
0.028 
0.028 

0.026 
0.028 

Estimated 

E;j/k 
{K) 

t7ij , Eqjk 
{1010 m) (K). 

Reported 

"if 
(1010 m) 

47.oa '2.72a 
48.58 2.69 

41.186b. 3.b7b 
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Fig. 9.3. A plot of the theoretical F (equation (9.14) with the experimental F. 
- s s 

on .it against T in kelvins : curve I, for column I, (0) experimental points; 
curve II, for column II, (Ll), expenmental points; curve III, for column III, (0), 
experimental points; and curve IV, for column IV, (•), experimental points: 
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9.3. The Theoretical Formation of the Column· 
Calibration Factor 

The· column parameters in cylindrical coordinates derived from the most , 

elementary theory of the thermai diffusion column by Cohen9> are 

i
re r 

: H = 21t r a,. :r (In T) dr {j · Puur dr ), 
h rh 

Jr dr · (r 2 

Kc = 21t c {;.. Pu'Ur dr) 
- p . .D .. r r r IJ IJ h 

h 

( rc 
Kd = 21t Jr PiPil dr 

. rh 

and 

which can, however, be approximated almost in the same maimer as was 

·done earljer by Slieker8l. Here Pu and 00 are the density and diffusion coefficients 

. of the gas mixture, r is the radial coordinate and Tis the absolute temperature 

in kelvin. 

Under the influence of the temperature gradient along the horizontal plane 

of the column, the convective velocity v of the molecule in the vertical direction 

is obtained from the Navier-Stokes equation in cylindrical coordinates: 

If we consider the rectilinear flow of heat from the hotwire or wall of temperature 

Th to the cold wall of temperature Tc of·a TDC, the temper!=lture Tis given by 

AT 
. T = Th- (r..:.. rh) 

rc- rh 

Puting r = ex and solving the above equation, we get 

. p .. g AT r3 

v = C + C lnr + C r2 - ---'-=
11 =-----

1 2 s . 71iiT (rc- rh) 9 
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Table 9.3. Maxwell ,model dependent and Slieker-model-independent column shape factors, coeffiCient of viscosity Tlq and 
thermal conductivity >..u of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixture. 

Column shape factor 

Maxwell. Slieker 
A.ii Mean temp 'Iii 

· Column T (K) h' k' c k' d (SF)1(103 ) .(SF)3(106 ) · (105 kg m-1 s-1) (102 cal m-1 s-1 K-1) 

530.5 1.035 3.300 0.700 5.0333 1.7900 
Column 1 1.3639 1.9717 

6~0.5 1.585 6.075 0.725 6.2543 2.2236 
,..._.., 530.5 1.060 3.100 0.715 5.0333 1.7900 ...... Column II 1.3914 1.9140 ...... 
Vl 680.5 1.600 

'--' 
5.525 0.740 6.2543 2.2236 

380.5 0.800 1.050 0.745 3.8123 1.3558 
Column Ill 530.5 1.120 2.975 0.750 1.2838 1.6646 5.0333 1.7900 

688.0 1.590 4.975 0~770 6.3153 '2.2459 

334.5 0.970 0.500 0.912 3.4378 1.2226 
Column IV 239.23 4662.2 

530.5 1.185 1. 775 . 0.925 5.03~3 1.7900 
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where 

and G = Png LXT 1 

llu T (a -1) 9 
C

1
, C

2 
and C3 being the integration constant, <!> = r/rc is the new veriable and 

. a= r/rc. The boundary conditions are 

i) II)= 0 at r:=rc for which<!> =1 

· _ ii) v = 0 at r=rh for which <!> = a and since there is no transport of 

components of the gas mixture at equilibrium in the vertical direction up and . 

down the column, we have 

(iii) r/ j 1 

p\l$d$ = 0. 

a. 

Here, K
1 

, K
2 
and K

3 
are dimensionless constants which are, however, given · 

explicitly ,in terms of a(= r/ T
0

) of a TDC by applying the boundary conditions 

mentioned above : 

5a2(1-a)(1 +2a2 1na -a2
) +Ina 

K = -----------
1 5.(a2-1 )2 +5(1-2a4)1na . 

5a2( 1-a)( 1-2a2)-( 1-a2
) 

~ = 5(a2-1 )2 +5(1-2a4)1na 

[116] 
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Th~ column coefficients H, Kc and Kd are now derived as follows : 

H =- 2rr.r/j
1 

aT B~ (In T)d~ ~~ piiv~d~ 
a a 

-2 ~T G 4 - 7taT-1 - p.. r -a 11 c 

/

1 K m2 1< m2 1 1< m4 ms 

X 
T

1 [( 12'1' I '2'1' ( ) I '3'1' 'I' ] 
---=:--- + 2 In~- 2 + 4 + -5- + K4 d~ 

a 

where 

Here, the temperature and composition dependences of nii' pii,Dii and aT are 

not taken into accounF-9> and the above equation for H' becomes 
. p2 .. g ~T 

H = 21t~rc4 ~l (a- 1 )9 G1 ........................ (9.9) 

·where 

~a3 ~ 1 
--Ina+- +K (1-a)+-} 

6 20 4 30 

-
1 

-- 7/12 + a41na . ( ~T ~2 ( 2K- ~ . ~ ( ) 
T (1-a 48 24 

+ ~ +~ (1- a2) + 1/210] 
.120 2 

( 
~T )3 ( 2K1- ~ 47~ ~ K 

+ - +-+-4 (1-a3)+1/840] 
T(1-a) 120 3600 420 3 · 

................... (9.1 0) 

rataining the term containing up to the'third power of ~T/ [ f (1,-a)] because 

the contributions of higher terms ·are ·negligibly small. Again, an is very small 

compared with unity for n,:::4. 
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The coefficient Kc of a TDC is given by 

_ .. r~ ~ r~ )2 

Kc- 2' p . .D .. <j> (; pi1v<j>df/> . 
. a IJ IJ a 

K .+.4 n.s 2 

+ 3
"' + -"'- + K ] d"' 4 . 5 4 'I' 

Where 

K1K4 K2K3 K3K4 
+ 2 (1- a2

)- ~36=--- + 8 -

......................... (9.11) 

K1 9K
2 

K
3 

2K
4 

1 
+-----+--+ + (912) 35 490 90 25 250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. a4 
For column IV where a=0.34, the higher power of 'a' in G2 i.e., - [2K,K

2 
+ K} 

. . 32 
(Ina - 1) - 4k3k4] IS taken. 

The coefficient Kd of a TDC is obtained as 

Kd = 27tr/J}ijoi1 <j>d<j> 
a 

......................... (9.13) 

Thus the CCF per unit length , F/ L, is finally obtained from eq. (9.5) with the 

help of eqs (9.9)-(9.13). It is given by 

........ · ................ (9.14) 
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The theoretical CCF per unitle~gth of any TO column can thus be approximated . 

in terms of G , G , a and r of the column. The values of formulated Fs are 
1 2 c . 

placed in Table 9.1 for columns I, II, Ill and IV. They are shown in Fig.9.3 

together with-the experimental F/L obtained from lnqmax and known ~values 

of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures. F
5 

I L of eq. (9.14} plays an important role in 

determining a,. of any binary gas mixture1•4l. Because its model independency 

is well established3l, F/L can safely be used to concentrate impurities of any 

gas to any desired level in TDC experiments. 

9.4. Force Parameters from the TD Factor 

The theoretical a,. based on Chapman -Enskog gas kinetic theory~l is 

given by 

······························· (9.15) 

where 
1 s<i) x.- SOl X. 

. I J g=--------....:. 
6A.ij . X).+ VA 

is a complicated function ·of the composition of the gas mixture and of the 

thermal conductivity Aif where as (6Cu* -:5) strongly depends on the temperature. 

The'Aif's are, however, obtained from the 17if's by using the relation 

Aif = (15R /4M)1Jif 

The experimental values of 11if of the Ne20-Ne22 gas mixture are taken from 

Yamamotq et. a/. 10l. The estimated theoretical ~values for Ne20-Ne22 are 

shown by curve IV of Fig. 9.2 in which they are compared with ~obtained by 

the existing method, curve II and curve Ill, due to the Maxwell and Slieker. 

CSF's as well as with a,. values of curve I obtained by the CCF method. 

Now, the slowly varying function of temperature g is given by3•11 l 

g = A/(6C- 5) 

[119] 



A and Care two arbitrary constants. A is determined from ·<Xr of the CCF method 

at two available temperatures Tin kelvins and c from the reported data12> of c .. * 
. . ~ 

· versusT*. Using the relation 

(9.16) 

the collision integral12> C*ii fixes T* where T* =: T I(Egfk) ·and hence Egfk of the· 

. molecule is located. Because. the variation of g with the temperature is very 

slo~. the entire procedure with the initially estimated Eyfk is repeated to get the 

exact value of Eglk. The molecular diameter crii is then determined from the 

viscosity data10> with the estimated Eglk. It is worthy to mention that, in· the case 

of isotopic components, the force parameters due to binary interactions Egfk 

and criibeC?ome c/k or ED/karid cr;; or crlespectively. 

9.5. Results and Discussion 

The equations of p2 I lnqe· against p4 of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures were, 

however, worked out in terms of the measured values of H', K'c and K'd 5> from . 

·the pressu~e dependences of lnqe in four columns of different column geometries 

and at various experimental temperatures. They are for column 1: 

p2Jinqe = . 0.0305 + 1.9290p4 atT = 530.5 K 

0.0286 + 1.3574p4 at T = 680.5 K 

for column II : 
-

p2Jinqe = 0.0571 + 0.8346p4 at T = 530.5 K 

0.0629 + 0.4908p4 at T = 680.5 K 

for column Ill : 

0.5309 + 0.9654p4 atT = 380.5 K 

p2Jinqe = 0.2506 + 0.4247p4 · at T = 530.5 K 

0.2703 '+ 0.2102p4 atT = 688.0 K 

for column·IV: 

p2Jinqe = 1.9970 + 0.4298p4 atT = 334.5 K 

0.5129 + 0.0977p4 at T = 530.5 K. 

The variation of lnqe with p !n atmospheres is found to increase with increasing 

length L and rh I rc of the TO columns as shown in F,ig. 9.1. Popt'the optimum· 

pressure at which lnqe becomes maximum as observed in Fig. 9.1, also inGrease~ 

on going from column I to column IV for increasing rh I rc. The variation. of 

[120] 



p2 /lnqe against p4 is governed by a' and b' of eq (9.3). a' and b'were, however:, 

obtained by applying a least square fitting technique to eq (9.3) with the 
' 

_experimental data5> of H', K'c and K'd. They are placed in the fifth and sixth 

columns of Table 9.1. lnq in terms of a' and b' of e·q (9.4) are also placed in -max 

the seventh column of Table 9.1. 

An approximate formulation of theoretical Fs with the column geometry 

has been derived by considering the convective velocity of the molecules in a 

TO column from .the Navier-Stokes equation _in cylindrical coordinates. 

Rectilinear flow of heat from a hot wire or wall to a cold wall seems to be a 

better choice, unlike Slieker's derivation. Although the temperature and 

composition dependences of the transport parameters like Pu, nu, Du,Au and 

aT were not taken into account, the derived relationship of Fs with the column 

geometry and the temperature is reliable, simple and straightforward. This is 

strictly valid in the case of a hot wire or cryogenic-wall or even for a hot wall 

column. 

The column constants G
1 

and G
2 

depending on the column geometry 

-and wall temperatures were worked out for four columns arid are placed in the 

eight and ninth columns of Table 9.1. F
5

/ L of each column at experimental 

temperatures were then determined using eq. (9.14) and are placed in the 

tenth. column of Table 9.1. G
1 
and G2 ofeqs (9.10) and (9.12) aredimensionless 

column constants, suggesting the fact that these parameters are indenpendent 

of the molecular model. G1 depends on ~ T I T and r /r c of a TOC where as G
2 

is expressed in terms of r/rc alone. The physical meanings of G
1 

and G
2 

can 

be realized from eqs (9.9) and (9.11 ). G1 is related to the column transport 

coefficient H which is involved in the process ofthermal diffusion, whereas G
2 

is related to K
0

, occurring in a TO process. However, K, and Kd are the 

longitudir.1al and·back diffusion coefficients in a TOC. Nevertheless, G
1 
and G

2 

are of much importance fo~ locating the exact values ofF s'aTand Popt at which . 

lnqe becomes maximum. The available aT values of Ne20
- Ne22 g'as mixture~ .. 

. which are 0.0250, 0.0258, 0.0270, 0.0276 and 0.0276 at 334.5 K; 380.5K, 

530.5K, 680.5K and 688K respectively 5>, help cine to get experimental F at . s 

various values ofT from estimated lnqmax of eq (9.4) of the TO columns. The 

experimental F s when plotted against Tin Fig. 9.3 are in close agreement with 
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·theoreti'cal F. derived from eq (9.14) at various T. 
.s 

Using eq (9.1) the ar values of Ne20-Ne22 gas mixtures are estimated 

through theoretical F s by the GCF method. These a.r values are presented in 

the third columns of Table 9.2 and plotted againstT in Fig. 9.2. The experimental 

ar values. obtained by the CCF method from lnqmax and F s are found to fall 

almost on the same curve I and increase slowly with T. 

The slight disagreement between the experimental and theoretical F s seen 

in Fig 9.3. and Table 9.1 results in a slight difference between the theoretical ~ 

. values and the experimental ones obtained by the CCF method. This may, 

perhaps, arise due to the effect of parasitic remixing in the thermal diffusion . 

process. 

The molecular force parameters of Ne20-Ne22 were estimated from the 

slope and the intercept of the ar against 1/ T ~quation. The ar at 500.0 K and 

600.0 K from curve 1 of Fig. 9.2 were found to obey an equation of the form ar 

· =0.02913- 1.12_501 (1/ T). The molecular force parameters, e/k of Ne20-Ne22 

were thus determined as explained elsewhere 3·!1>. The llii 10> of Ne20-Ne22 were 

then used to obtain the molecular diameter crii or crii. The close agreement of the 

estimated force parameters, placed in Table 9.2 with the reported o~es13> · 

establishes the reliability of ar as ·obtained by CCF method. 

The ar due to Slieker's CSF, as seen in Table 9.3, are calculated from eq 

(9.7) and are placed in the fourth column of Table 9.2. These~ values, although 

slightly higher in magnitude than the ar values obtained by the CCF method, 

are plotted with Tin Fig 9.2 on curve II. The ar values from lnqmax of column IV . 

. are scattered (Fig. 9.2), but still maintain the same tren_d as that of the CCF 

method. The magnitudes of the Maxwell model dependent CSF are really very 

difficult to locate exactly. They were, however, obtained by interpolation and 

extrapola~ion from the data of Vasaru7) and placed in Table 9:3. The probable 

temperature dependence of ar using the Maxwell model dependent CSF was 

then obtained from eq (9.6) and shown in the fifth column of Table 9.2. They 

are plotted with T ·in Fig 9.2 on curve Ill, showing both the trend and the 

magnitude of.ar against T. It fails tp accord with a~ obtained by the other 

methods. The theoretical (X,T value~ based on elastic collision among molecules 

were also' calculated from eq (9.15) at 334.5 K, 380.5 K, 530.5K, 680.5K and 
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688.0K for Ne20-Ne22 and placed in the sixth column of Table 9.2. These are 

plotted against f on curve IV of Fig. 9.2. Both the magnitudes and the trends 

of these a,. values are more or less the same as those of the a,. values obtaind 

from the CCF. It is also interesting to note that the theoreticai a,. values of 

curve !V exhibit the same trend of increasing with temperature as do the a,. 
values obtained by the CCF method. 

In fact, asymmetry in column geometry is an inherent property and as 

such it invite:: remixing. Thus in the TD column theory Furry and Jones14> 

added a term KP called the remixing coefficient, proportional to p4 in the 

denominator of eq (9.2). Obviou~ly in an ideal column KP is supposed to be 

zero. Leyarovski et at15> had shown that KP never exceeds 20% of Kc. Thus, 

owing to remixing effects, the maximum error that creeps into F
5 

and hence 

into a,. is 9.54%. In spite of that the excellent agreement of the experimental 

a,. (curve I) and the theoretical a,. (curve IV) in Fig. 9.2 it is evident thaf eg· 

(9.14) is reliable for F/L. Moreover, it indicates that KP increases with T 

particularly afterT = 2Tc,; that is, remixing starts from T = 2Tc in a TD column. 

The discussion above makes it clear that the theoretical formulation of 

the CCF, which is the central point of study in this paper, is a model independent 

parameter, as observed earlie.r1·4· 8·16>· Furthermore, the a,. values obtained 

from the CCF with T of a binary gas mixture are convenient means of estimating 

the .molecular force parameters like elk and crii of the molecules. The subject 

in this paper is thus related to the efficiency of the gas separation using thermal 

diffusion column to throw some light on the basic physical properties of a gas 

mixture t,hrough the CCF and a,..· 

9.6. Conclusions 

In fact, the theoretical background of the process of thermal diffusion· 

· simultaneously involved with longitudinal and back diffusion in a TDC is much 

too complicated. The presented mathematical formulation of eq (9.14), 

achieved so far, seems to be a significant improvement over the existing 

theories. Determination ofF /L appears to be an important means of estimating 

the experimental a,. through lnqmax' particularly when ~ Tfr is close to unity or 
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T = 2T c· When b. T I T is well ·above unity the experimental aT obtained by the 

CCF method differs from the theoretical ar Again, experimental aT values 

obtained by using Slieker model independent and Maxwell model dependent 

CSFs are low compared with theoretical aT values in the lower temperature 

regiqn. Asymmetry in column geometry through KP may be a reason for such 

a deviation. The theoretical aT derived from the elastic collision theory is not in 

good agrement with experimental aT for the non-spherical molecules. Even in 

the cas~ of spherical molecules, the agreement is no better. The model 

independent parameter F/L of eq (9.14) thus ought to be used to estimate ~T 

for the pair of molecules concerned through experimental lnqmax in the TDC. 

The procedure of determining aT by the CCF method is, therefore, necessary, 

in order to improve the theory for obtaining aT for elastic or inelastic collisions 

among the molecules17). The simultaneous use of reliable~ by the CCF method 
-

and C*u against 1/ T and 1/ T* respectively appears to be a un.ique method of 

locating the exact force parameters of the molecules too. 
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